
T E A  A T  T H E  P O I N T
_

Good tea is only half the battle! It’s what you do with it that counts!

Our tea comes from Brew Tea Co. Manchester, who have been making 
tea awesome since 2012.

Their tea is organically grown and ethically sourced hand-picked 
Indian Assam and Sri Lankan Ceylon 100% rolled leaves.

All the gusto of lovely loose leaves in a convenient pouch made with 
compostable material to ensure you don’t get a soggy paper flavour 
you might get anywhere else, whilst being kind to the environment.

 M E N U 

ENGLISH BREAKFAST  2.20
Hand-picked Indian Assam & Sri Lankan Ceylon, have 
it with milk and sugar if you like, water is compulsory.

EARL GREY  2.50
A light & fruity Ceylon with added Bergamot, enjoy 
black with lemon or with milk.

LEMON & GINGER   2.50
Lemon and ginger topped off with apple, rose hip and  
hibiscus, try it over ice if you are feeling adventurous.

FRUIT PUNCH  2.50
A magic combination of citrus, berry and hibiscus spice, great 
as an iced tea, crazily good with strong cheese and chutney.

MOROCCAN MINT 2.50
Simply fresh mint and green tea no adulteration here!  
Large hand rolled leaves and a good dash of peppermint 
puts a spring in your step.

GREEN 2.50
Yunnan, a strong blend, hay like and complex but without 
too much astringency, a perfect introduction to green tea.

CO2 DECAFFEINATED CEYLON 2.50
An easy black tea without caffeine, it’s actually a bit fruitier 
than you might expect, lighter than a breakfast blend and can 
stand up to milk in the taste stakes.

Sit back and enjoy a cuppa any time of the day

C O F F E E  A T  T H E  P O I N T
_

We take our coffee seriously!

Shockingly good coffee made for you by our trained Baristas using 
the finest beans sourced ethically and ALWAYS fairly traded by 
Second City Coffee Manchester, whose passion for coffee sets them 
apart from anyone else.

Our beans are freshly roasted daily in small batches to ensure you 
will not get a better tasting or fresher coffee anywhere.

Our coffee is sourced via The Café Femenino Foundation which helps 
to ensure that the local environment is protected and encouraged 
to flourish wherever possible. The Foundation is focused on helping 
women and their families from coffee communities who are poor, 
uneducated and isolated.

We are committed at The Point to supporting The Café Femenino 
Foundation by bringing this amazing coffee to you.

 M E N U 

LATTE 2.80

CAPPUCCINO 2.80

AMERICANO 2.60

FLAT WHITE 2.80

COCONUT LATTE 3.00

MACCHIATO 2.00

ESPRESSO 2.00

MOCHA 3.00

HOT CHOCOLATE 3.00

WHITE HOT CHOCOLATE 3.20

DECAF 2.60

For a speciality coffee add a syrup of your choice for 50p
(ask for our selection of syrups)
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